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Abstract

The process of making and implementing coherent teachel personnel policies

is comp9Unded by complex interactions among federal: state, 164 local agencies.

On first view, it appears these. Interactions are'What impede rational pollcy.

initiatives'fn the teacher PetIOnnelea. However; At is n tip much thef

interactions as the way in vOiich, pol_is typically implemented "across the

t several-levels of government. The demands ofhisher governmental' 14006

for strict compl4hce, accompanied
by-mandated.evalvtions, frequently produce

consequences' which
arOhe.antithests of those 16 policy'intends. Thete

unanticipatedconseUences may result in miseducative endeavors at the local
.

'There are"aliernatives to-the coMplianceepprOach which, if tried,

may yield more educative results for local schOols while simultaneously .

l'achieting the larger aims offfiderai and site policy efforts.
The attainment'

oftheie educative results IS more likely if operational policies .for teaching

personnel are kept an essential minimum.
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The task sot_for me is to refiphrid as a policy researcher', to tif'vo papers,

one by the'Associate:commiWoner of FdncatiOn for the State Of Minnesota

(Van Valletta), the other by the Superintendent for 4he Cinci'nhati public

Slacils' (James N. Jacobs). Jacobs and Valletta were aped to discuss.

features of making'and ImPlementiR9 teacher persOinnel poliCies. My charge,

was to read their,papert;then respond by (1) ilientifying neViforms of

policy research to further 11)uminate:the'topic.of teacher, personnelelicies,

(2);prepoie possible alternative apiwoaches to making and implementing
.

teacher personnel policies, apd,(4) sOnest,new skills that policy makers

and implementers may find useful in their work.
,

.

I'begin with grave doubts about the success I will.,have in,meeting all

"t4ree:Of tire charges. That I still sometimes tIonder what the term "Policy"

me s does not help me very much. liven more troublesome is my confusion

o the concept of policy research. I recall the inquiries little more

than, aAecade ago over the:meaning of "evaluation research": Now, before

.
we''even,liaversatIsfactory handle 06 that concept, ware already launch

,upon`, this 411.,pg called:policy research. ',Nevertheless,' believe that matters

of policy a'rg extremely tmpOrtani, even if I cannot aiWys'define them ,

(

clearly. Thus' I take my multiple chirgis serioUsly, despite doubts about

how well I shall tio with them.
_.

-'\

Academic inquiries 2nto new vas almost alWays make a mess,,,of the

language. We have,Ito deal with such cumbersome phrases4as "policy making

and implementation",because we have no single,-simple term to cover both

Ocinds of policy ativilies. And because several government jurisdictions

Are usually inv4Ived in matters of policy, there are problems with how to
ti

refer to "higher" government agencies, meaningjederal and state agenciet,

without_ implying that- local-agencies are "lower" than state and federal

agencies. The abbreviations LE44 SEA, and FEA haveCome in handy as a

ns toavoid-implications of status and d-prestioe but they ihtrude

ter ibly.on theaetthetics.of print and the reader's ease. I am afraid

I haven't muchvto offer-here. l'plan,to use the abbreviation IN to refer'
A
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variously to POlicy Making and Implementation, and to Policy Makrs, and-'

Implementers. The letter combinations LEA, SEA, and FEA will also appear
.,

now and again in this paper. I shall occasionally -be so offWhe, as to
.

introduce the slash mark (F/SEA) to,make reference to educational encfes
,

above the local level.

...,)

w

The ;obvious starting point is'yith-what we -mean -when discussing the

topic of teacher personnel policies. Valletta offers a -commendable frame-

. work for this discussion. She says that teacher arepersonnel' p011cies*,
,

statements that guide or-direct four sets of activities. They are.:a

1. Staff procurement planhing for-the allOcatiOn'of teaching .,.

positions and hiring teachers. .

2: Staff,organiza4ion - placing, traWderIng, indpromOtingcher --4.-L 4'

3. Staff'dev pment - the continuing training and supers/ '4o.of
,,,,

teachers , (.'.4-: "- .: ti; ':,

-4.. ;Employee lations - matters of salary, benefits, coMMUnicatios.

:grievances, etc. .,, .. ."''':;('

I
,- - i:, yi,a

GiOn. thisr
.- -

;f k %
acher personnel 1)0114es'are:Olans, rules, or

coursestf, actio that guige. or direct theprocuremeDt organization; and

de efopmentiof teachers, /0 well as"the relation between teachers and

t eir,employers. Vallettys'F6nce fon\offteach.personnel policies
or

provides.a tidy de)iniation of th terPitorrthat'will be,explO'red in.

this pOper.

In responding to the tasks set for them,- neither Valletta n Jacobs

offers us model teacher personnel policies, nor:model was to e

implement teacher pers,onnel,pOlicies.;, wow* Oaper cont ns lines. ike,

"Here are some excellent teacher pOsonnel poliCies,"'or "Here arse "ways

to mal4teacher personnel policies work." Instead, both devote the greater

parts of their papers to discussiOnp-offactors that impinge on the making

and implementing of teacher person-hel'policies.'-:The factori they diseihs
.

turn out to be mostly impedimentsitothe-forMation of;rational, coherent, and
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clear personnel policies. Culling from both papers, here aro the factors

that appear to bear most prominently on teacher personnel policies;

-"FederAl legislation andagioncy decisions

E.g., PL 94-142, ESEI Title Land regulations of such agencies as

the Office of Civil Rights and the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission

-State legislatkon and agency decisions

Ohio's Auxiliary Services Act and the rlationsof Minnesota's

Apreau of Teaching

4edefal and state court decisions

E.g., decisiods dealing with desegregation, negligence, liability, and

student rights

-Funding sources, formulae, and levels
T

E/), localtax effort, state school finance decisions, soft and

hard dollar funds, state aid formulae, contract and grant funds

-Teacher unions and associations

E.g., collective 'bargaining contracts, seniority provisions

-Community demographics

E.g., declining schd61 enrollments, shifting racial and' ethnic

compositions, differences in native languages of the students

-Community values
t //

decisive in such matters as tax suppbrt, curricular

content, and attitudes towards teachers

-Demographics of the teaching profession

E.g., teacher supply and demand, availability of specially trained.

teachers, the increasing age of.currently,employed teachers
3 .

Valletta and Jacobs do not state direttly, but imply that these eight

factors must be accounted for.in-any discussion of teacher personnel policies.

But neither writer is very specific about how thee factors must or should,

be accounted for. Valletta recommends that LEAs get busy puting together

a comprehensive set of teacher personnel policies, rather'thantthepatch-

. work effort that Aw'characterizes many local districts'. Too many districts,
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she argues, write policies/to cover distressing situations after they arise.

Wen wait until the next problem occurs before ,considering another P9liey

adoption. .Jacobs is less incluiive In his call for change', limiting himself

to 4 plea for consistency among the many different policies promulgated at

federal, state, and, local levels. Jacobs writes as an executive caught in

a morass of conflicting rules and 'regulations; his paper would serve

admirably AS the basis for a short story by Do toievsky or Kafke.

I believe it 011 be revealing to ponder why these two writers chose

to approach their assignments as they did. Representing a state education

agency, Valletta makes frequent reference to the activities of large scale

planning and the prOvision of technical assiistance. She seems to envision

her department, not as an'enforcer of regulations or stern.guardian of the

"public's"'interest in its schools, but as a prodder to good work and a

helper im.the doing of good deeds (a position I believe is closer to the

appropriate stance than the role of enforcer or stern guardian). OCcasional

comments by Valetta indicate that she views clear, comprehensive policies

as an important means for the avoidance of conflict, as a facilitator of

smooth functioning and effective operation (a- view with which I am not in

full agreement, as will become clear later).

In contrast,-my reading of Jacobs leads me to see-him,as a beleaguered

ship's captain, at sea in the midst of constant battle, wishihg devoutly

that the bureaucrats back helm would stop writing policies and regulations

which, if followed to the letter, would compel him to rear his ship up on

its stern'and sail it backwards directly to the ocean depths. As.a

consequence, I sense that.JacObs has put some psychological distance between

himself and those who promulgate state and, federal policy. In order to

survive, to stay sane, he has had- to become somewhat detached from many of.

the forces that influence teacher personnel policies. In so saying, I do

net wish to, imply that he does'not take it all seriously enough. But he

seems unlikely to take it so seriously that he will have to surrender at
. .

sea betause those on land cannot tell a gob from a gunnel.



In thr3 distinct positions of these two officials cost the retch of

conflict. Valletta calla fOr (omprehenOve poi idea In ortler to direct

action and Avoid problems; Jacobs kedicates that the curreet overlap in

state, federal, and IOW p0i400% misdirects executive action and 141114

problems. This Apparent paradox looks as'if it Is resolved by noting that

Valletta cells fOr comprehensive local polities, while Jacobs asks ftn

more careful and consistent formulation of state and rederal\eolicies.

However note the consequence of'doing one and not the other: Local districts

that write more comprehensive policies are ,likely to come into conflict

with uncoordinated ancTill considered state and federal policies. More

thoroughly coordinated sand carefully Absidered state and federai policies

seem certain to usurp the autonomy of local districts to write their own

comprehensive policies. As both writers contend (though Jacobs more

strongly than Valletta), it is the interactions,among the several levels

of government that produce rmy of the problems currently associated with

teacher personnel PM1 (Policy Making and Implementation).

To raise the matter of interactions among different levels of govern-

ment is :invariably to raise issues of power, authority, and responsibility.

For example, in calling upon local`; districts to write their own compre-

hensive personnel policies, Valletta implies that local districts have

control over their own affairs, and should promptly assume the responsibility

that accompanies this authority, Jacobs, in calling on F/SEAs for more

coordination and coWstency, gives the impression that these matters are

beyond his (and his district's) control. Given that Jacobs perceives these

matters beyond his control, it would not be surprising if we were to find

that he assumes no responsibility for them. Valletta is calling for action

that Jacobs implies he is powerless to effect; Jacobs calls for action that

Valletta implies has little to do,with the problems: One says to the other,

"Look out after your own destiny," while the other replies, "Given the

conditions you set, my destiny is no longer un ontrol."

al



The conditions giving iSe to His seeming imeoe not easily

accounted for The growth of 'Oben canters, the boreetwratliapue or

organisations, the great preference Ahown roe the pragmatic values or

efficiency and effectiveneks, the continuing shifts of power to higher

governmental jurisdiction* and the onset or cation alienation that

accompanies these shifts, ovpr-divers'itying societal 40M4(104 on schools,

and changes in the nation's response to ditteroncds In human color, 44eedd,

language, and capacity have all had their effects on the ,way schools are

run in the United States. In among these hanges is a currant trend that

explains severeikof the problems mentioned by Jacobs and Valletta. this

trend consists of the increasingly serious commitment of the federal

government to the cause of social Juitice, conjoined with the increasing

forcefulness of state governments intheir porSult or full accountab114ty,

I do not know why ,this society has becomesimul(aneously consumed with

social 'Justice and accountability, nor do I reel I have a very clear

grasp of the connection between them (If there 1.; a connection). But both

phenomena are upon us, and have had'the effect of distorting quite terribly

the traditional divisions of power and responsibility among the several

levels of government Involved with formal education..

The challenge contained 01 this tangled and conflicting state of affairs

is how 4o translate the social justice imperatives of FEAs aod the

accountability imperatives of SEAs into local district policies in a way

that neither usurps a reasonable and proper degree of local autonomy nor

makes a shambles of effective Management and administration at the local

level. To meet this challenge we have to confront this question: Are the

learning opportunities and educational attainments of students diminished,

unaffected, or improved in the course of using the schools as instruments

in the federal effort for social justice and the states' efforts for full

accountability? There are a host of complex issues at stake, with complex

interactions among the possible solutions. It takes a fool or a person of

great wisdom to venture into this telOitory with only a few pages of prose

at his or her disposal. I am about to become a fool.
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I 10411 to roe that hfuho oveinmentat toll!IdlitIon have been Oven

or have a%4UmOd power MotIt faatef than Ilicv have ailotred onder%tandIn9 if

(tic heat ways to too the power they have Al a iintegoente. 1110%e

tUrt%dICtiOns adopted as their model multi lams already In use,

10ChanliM5 herettlfret Oadd only th areas where the qiiverhowitt was

ai 4010drdiun. Foe lh 1114ttd a etiCeidii 001i00 Mid 114110f141

dd.rense the ftltlar ed government possesses sovereign powersi It Is the

vgovernmenfnt initial joisdi4tIon in these motleys, ,and ails with

ultimate authority. typically, In areas where a government is sovereign,

It quite reasonably expects compliance with Its directives, condutts stern

Investigation: to intUre compliance, and Imposes dire consequeces in cases
\

ot willful non.Compliance. (the retent rule over ex '-atcretnry of `eta j tamse y

Clark cgilferring with the ruling regime in Iran Is a demonstration

the federal governent's claim to sovereignty In foreign policy matters.)

The Phil model used In 4reas where the government att.', A% sovereign might

he Called the complionce-evaluation-comeguences model.

As matters of education are considered to have heen reserved to the

several states by the tenth amendmen,t, the federal government is not

.considered sovereign in the area .of education. Yet About the time that

Lyndon Johnson's vision of the Great Society became manifest with such

legislation' as the Elementary and Secondary Cdusption Act ([SEA), -the

federal government found itself with poWer and responsibility for

educational matters not unlike the power and responsibility it exercises

when acting as a sovereign power'. Federal education agencies seem to

have adopted the same'model for PMI as the one in use in areas where the

government is sovereign, the compliance-elltation-consequences model.

A similar situation ocurred in the several states. Nearly all states,

as their constitutions show, presume that the power and responsibility

for educational matters is indeed reserved to them. However, most states

(Hawaii being the most prominent exception) further reserved this authority

to their several localities. At some time in the 1950s and early '60s, this

reservation was gradually withdrawn. As the states and federal govertment

became increasingly prominent and influential in educational matters, both

began and contiilue to exercise their powerS on the compliance- evaluation-

consequences model of PMI.



ih tlrive 4101' 11it1et 44

0V014411007, 4400cd* r of 10 00tfOr4 eds.( 4flonal

100100100t4t10 000 Of the meth 04000* 14 the (Fame Officolty of tiotilnq

People to 40 whe y00 t10110Vd It 14 ritglit for them to do aimoly !1y lalIIusj

thorn thAt thdy rliiu t all It Ut died. When cuovilento It ettectd4 with this

with tiro uoo or tfr0 r ampittwo.

141 lektrio Ono

pro;444,10, it oftsti we'd

thd Idttdr but not Urn 4P1 It or the Mandate, and aortic or )

Aft the tIr*t Opportuni ty, the pragmetIc tlr'awtlatks Of this M0001 4r4 oolong

[ho 1004t tdreltylIN ofi It* problem*. A 410re praound lim1tetfoo w4

dord**0q1 by John Ntuart Mill in h15 ga554Y 00 11011r011tAqilife 49Y411r0ref1_

"00a 0( td bdfidrit* Of freedom is the 4 timer it the ruler cen0Ot pa** by

the poople% mlndt, and amepd their affOrs without amending them" (tvery-

en oil t 19!1, li, ! /). Dome r015 l.111111111304 , cortifienied tip throaty

of dire coA5dquonr05, are A way t amendl0U 1110 affair% of the people

without amonding their minds. the compliantr,evaluatinn4tonloquonco%

of PM1 Ilmlt% severely the freedom of edinatinoal mont1,--a porMistable

upshot IA cases whorl, the people have given their government the power to

Act As sovereign, but a 11010005 hrea( of demo(ratic principle. 10 ce5e1

where sovereign authority 15 absent.

With It roldtm00t, intorpretotion.or

hocauso there are pragmatic and principled dIffIcultio.% with the

compliance-evaluation-consequentes model of PHI, I believe we shoWde search

for alternative 410(iel*, One oft ballyhooed Alternative 15 to remoift the

government completely from areas in which it is not clearly sovereign.

One sees this position articulated to what is frequently called the

conservative political platform, and a variation of this position is

also found in the libertarian political platform. The opposite extreme.

is usually called the liberal political platform. The political debates

that follow from these several divisions depend for th, clarity of their

differences on arguing whether the government ,,hould be involved, not

how the government might he inqved so that worth is maximized and

wrong is minimized. Surely the issue of whether different governmental

jurisdictions ought to be involved in the people's affairs hinges on

how they are involved, relative to those principles that stipulate

what the point of purpose of-our mutual endeavors are. Thus it is not

I fi
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. my intentioti.o. bedome embroiled in debate _character4tic of political
`parties,

but rather to cossider_different fOrns.ofgovernmental involvement

in the PMI affairs of education. `I. -do this partly fowhat I, hope is :the.

good-reason just given, and partly.inthe mo general belief that education,

is indeed an affair ofall levels-of governm nt, and that the federal

interest in social justice and the states' interests in accountability are

not misplaced. That.1,e, the commitment ofhigher governmental jurisdictions

to social justice apd accountability are indeed proper commitments; these

commitments express appropriate ends. It is in the pursuit of these

commitments that higher governmental jurisdictions err; inappropriate
.

.

means are employed to gain appropriate ends. And in this case, the ends

do not justify the means, for the means used have not and probably will

not succeed in attaining the appropriate ends.

One alternative to the compliance-evaluation,consequences model. is

currently receiving a small'trial run in the area of community and

social services. It is called local option. Here higher governmental

jurisdictions decentralize or down-shift policy making authority to

local levels. The higher governmental agency sets general videlines

for what it wishes to accomplish, then leaves it to the localitr to

write and implemeA policy designed to accomplish the intended ends.

Unfortunately,. local'option is being tried not because it is thought

to be bona fide alternative to the compliance -evaluation-consequences'

approach, but because so many social services programs are such-a shambles

that local option seemed to be the only way to. correct the problems. It

is not unreasonable to suppose that if the problems are corrected, the

local option. alternative may be withdrawn. A second feature of local

option makes one chary of the good intentions of those who proposed it;

in Virginia, for example, the Commonwealth of Virginia must approve a

locality's plan for local option operation. Such approval seems to rest

uponigte receipt of plans which indicate the locality is complying with
71V

the interest of the Commonwealth. Not exactly a far throw from the PMI

model that local Option presumably replaces!
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Another, more far reaching and profound alternative to the PMI processes

of higher governmental jurisdictionsls to change our view of the nature of

power and authority vested in these jurisdictions. Where the point of

federal and state action is to alter decisions and conduct at local agency

levels (as it most often is in educational matters), the task of F/SEAs

would be viewed as primarily edticative. That is, F/SEAs would serve as

agencies designed to argue the case for federal and state.interests. Their

success in this endeavor would depend, to paraphrase Mill, on their

ability to amend the people's minds as a means to amending their affairs.

In proposing this alternative, I see a difference between the work of

the Federal COmmunicatiog Commission or the Federal Aviation Agency, for

,,example, and the Work 'of federal education agencies. Radio waves and

airplanes-go nearly .everywhere, and if centrally unregulated, they

collide with one another. The remelt is incoherent reception or loss

of life. I understand the regulat4 of education to be fundamentally

different in kind from the regulation of air waves and air space. Formal

education takes place at separate and discrete locations. Local regulation

typically does not produce chaos, nor endanger life or property.

Before'the further elaboration of this alternative leads the reader

to conclude that I am some sort of antediluvian reactionary, I wish to

make a clear place for Constitutional interests. The policy alternative

suggested here, would not permit the de jure segregation, of public schools,

nor would it permit public funds to be used to establish' religion. However,

to be frank, it may permit (but not necessarily encourage or condone)

classroom instruction exclusively in English or the complete separation of

severely handicapped children. In the case of the present alternative,

if multi-lingual instruction or mainstreaming were believed to be in the

federal and state interest-,lit would be the responsibility of F/SEAs to

argue their positions with LEAs--to amend the minds of local authorities

so that these authorities might then amend their affairs.

1.4
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Philosophical; sociological, and economic arguments'are available to

support the policy alternative presently under discussion (of course, good

arguments against this policy alternative are at available--though I

obviously do not find them as cpmpelling). Rather than broach'these

disciplinary arguments, I prefer to ;consider an educational argument for

what might be called the educative alternative to,the'compliance-evaluation-

consequences model of PMI. It is possible to govern schooling in a manner

that is itself'educatth.for those who are participants to this governance.

In other words, it is possible to use educative means to gain educative

ends. By 'education', I'mean something quite 4istinctive: Education is

the provision of means to fellow human beings. Which enable them to

structure their experience in ways that continually enlarge their

knowledge and understanding, their sense of place in the past, present,

and future of the human race, and their capacity to act morally and

virtuously. Policies that express worthwhile ends can be occasions for

enabling persons to structure their experience in these beneficial ways,

provided that those who implement the policies engage those at whom the

policies are aimed in an educationally appropriate manner. Educative

engagement of the kind proposed here is radically different from the

kind of engagement demanded by the compliance-evaluation-consequences

approach to PMI. The compliance-evaluation-consequences model for PMI

usually constitutes educational mistreatment of educators.

Earlier in this paper a question was raised concerning the nature of

the relation between F/SEA imperatives for social justice and accountability,

and the potential of LEAs to enhance the learning opportunities and educational

attainments of students. Although this question raises what appears to be

A critical issue in contemporary educational policy studies, it should not

be possible to frame this question sensibly. The reason it makes sense

is because of our tendency to presuppose an equivalence between the operating

policies of schools and the instructional practices of teachers. We too

easily assume that if policies are incorporated into the operating regulations
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of schools, they will then, by some process or another, work their way in -

. the educational'aims and instructional practices of teachers: But the

;adlievement of something like social justice in the operating policies of

schools is-an accomplishment very different from achieving social 'justice

as an educational aim avd a principle of instructional performance. To

put this -point bluntly: That a school operated on a non-discriminatory.

basis does not mean that students are educationally engaged irrthe.principles t

and practices of non-discrimination.

An anthropcilbgist colleagde bf mine_has done some instructive 'research

on this point.' She studied the impact of policieS-pfthibiting gender

stereotyping in school programs and curricula. She found that the schools

she stddied responpled to this policy by becoming as nearly, neutral as

possible on matters of gender. The schools' neutrality on gender freed

the stuIent peer groups to deal with gender matters as they saw fit. The

consequence was a retrenchment among the students of biased-attitudes-

owards sex differences. This is a good example of having an impact on

operating policy, without affecting the instructional exchange. The

Consequence was a result directly oppoSite that intendex/the policy.

I suspect that we going to see more of this kind of reverse impact in

the course of implementing P194-142. The operating policy of the school

will change (the affairs of the school will be amended), but the educational

outcomes will not be those intended by the law (inasmuch as few people's

minds were amended by the compliance-evaluation-consequences approach used

in the implementation of The Education for All the Handicapped Act).

Chanles in operating policies do not necessarily result in changes

of educatfonal practice. Yet changes in operating policy are one of the

very fewitys school officials can respond the compliance-evaluation-

-consequences approach to PMI. This approach virtually demands changes

in operating regulations, while leaving minds unchanged. To affect the

_educational practices of teachers, in educationally appropriate ways,

it is necessary to change their minds. It is for this reason that
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I findot e educative alternative superior to the compliarice-evaluation-
.

'consequendes apprdach., The-compliance approach will succeed in amending

'affairs', but It is Ooor way to amend minds. Changes in educational

aims and instructional practice should be effected (and quite likely

have to be effected) by changing people's minds. Thus If policy is

to influence educational aims and instructional practice,itmust be

. implemented in aft-educative manner. It iiritallj, impoi.tant'ihat schools, --,7''

in the course of their olieration, not discriminate c)n thebasis of race,
,

sex, handicap, and.other irrelevant crsiteria. But these are modest

mil accompliihmen Thenhen coMOdred;to bringing social justice- and equality

-1- into clear vieW;as an educational aim of ,the teacher 'and,his or her '
.

students. At is -to this latter task that good policies make theirlastins,

contribution. To succeed, the policfes,m4t\bd implemented tna-manner

consistent with the educational objecitves,thep,are de igned to obtain.

. In the short run, the educative alternative to complia ce is not likely

to earn high grades for efficiency and ekectivehess; in the long'run,''

it is likely to shothe greatest gains. In addition, it is, unlike the

compliance approach, an educationally defensible means for"! aClieving-

educationally worthwhile ends.

Some pages back I i dicated.my agrivement with Valletta's. conception:...

--Of" how to run a state department of ed-ucation.' She avoids the strict.

enforcer and stern guardian roles, choosing instead. to confer personally

with district superintendents, to collect evidence and marshal argument .

on behalf of positions she .believes are proper, and to engage those with

whom she works in discussion about the tasks that lie ahead. In doing

these things, Valletta has opted for the educative alternative to

compliance-evaluation-consequences.. She seeks to amend affairs by amendihg

minds. To the extent she is effective in her work, she succeeds in

preserving a measure of freedom-and initiative flir local officials, and

encourages their exercise of authority and responsibility,

1
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Most local school officials of my acquaintance are likely to argue

that the educative settings Valletta tries Nio, createare far from typical

of federal,state, and local:district in'teractions. Given his paper,

I would count Jacobs a member of this g up. What is he to do in the

midt of the chaos of inconsistency he el uentfy describes? There are

a few advisory implications in positions tat hambeen advanced in this

Paper, For-whatever value they may be to Jacobs-a d'hisxounterparts, they

areas follows

'1. Try to convert as many professional yelationships as posSible

to Rducat4y6 interactions, acting, varioufly as student or teacher

as the occasion demands.

2. Avdid allowing your affairs to be amended unless ybu have changed

. your mind about the handling of these affairs.'

:3,Maintatn the.educational interests of your teaCher4sand your

'students:aS YO*priMary concern' and insist that:substantive

-changes,in poliCY and ikbgram de 'nstrate their educational

'value to teachers and students.

. Ask to be shown how changes in operating,policies will affect

the educational aims and instructional practices within class-
,

rooms, and place little confidence in changeS for which 'the effects

cannot be reasonably hypothesized.

This advice seemsat,once vague and immodest. How6er, it 'has rather

potent grounds. It stems from,* view that an edubator is one whose

first commitment is to certain normative principles of education, principles

that incorpdra ements,of rationality; creativity, autonomy, and

morality. An cator is one whose sense,of obligation and duty are

suffused with these principles. Wor she is aware that unless,these

principles inform their thought and action, it is absurd to expect that

they will inform the thought and action of their stUdents rder to

preserve his value to students, the educator insists on being treated

in an educational manner. It is, in short, an.occupational necessity for

anNedUbator to insist on being treated educationally, else he or she loses
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that for which we value them most. To put this point a bit differently,

an educator has a respodsibil,itito insist on educational treatment. This

vespOnsibility is'exercised when an educator speaks out against' silliness,

simple-mihdedness, and exercises of power or authgritywhich-cannot be

justified as being in the educational interests of7teachers and students.

In writing his paper, Jacob exercised this responsibility. 'My disagree-

Merit with what hey has written lies only in thp wish that he_ ee less

'inevitabilityinevitability in the forces he describes, and that he react to these

forces with greater moral anger than, comes through in his paper.
a.

)

.a
_,

''What about Valletta's call for local districts'to develop more compre-
,

hensive,teacher personnel .policies?'_.Vere we:disagree, for I am less clear

than-sheabout what these_, policies would'iccoMplish. Valletta Takes

reference lb the anticipation of problems, the avoidance of ta#libt,tand

iile clarificatiqn of expectations as vables of.coMprehensive teacher persohnel
i,-

.

policies. Under certain*Conditions, are acceptable value's 'for

: ope4ting Policies.
i

But is it no more likely that elabOrate personnel

'policies will:serveras a means for -some, perhaps many,, officials to/avoid

making decisions'and assuming responsibility? Operating:poli0easily.

beconie rules to which administrators point while shrugging,- their shoulders

and.pleadingthey are powerless to do other than what the Policy says,

Policy of this kind frequently serves as .a device for 4nsUring'consistency

and encouraging coordination, which are management euphemisMs for conformity,

standardization, and behavior that does not rock the boat. j) is agreed

that in these litigious times,joperating,policies are an important way to

proteCt bhh employer and employee. Yeti!' the name of the law, we often,

-put more into operating policy than the law requires; thiSextra material

is, wh

4
t our own self-interest requires. Unless:teacher personnel policies,

are igneciprimarily to aim educational and instructional, endeavors, such

policies ought to'.be governed :by maxims of parsimony and restraint. Develop

only those operating policies for teachers as are demonstrably essential,

and exercise restrain when considering additions to this essential

policy._ Operating policiet always have unintended consequences, and the



larger the system in which they operate, the less well their advocates will

succeed in anticipating these. consequences. Failure to correctlyanticipate

the consequences of policy can lead tO effects quite Oppositeto'those

intendedbythe adOption bf the policy.

If L'rh e succeededhin, framing these several.pointSciearl90 ;i!t will

be difficult to understand the reasOnsfor recommending thitmaxims of

arsi Ony and restraint. The leader of An-lducitioqal setting,is'always

g to maximize the freed6m, power; and responsibility of thepartic-

,

. ,In the course f exercising their freedom, power, and responsibility,

cipants are given the,oppOrtunity-to test ideas, practice beliefs and

'Convictions, and'Tearn from their efforts. While the participants are so

engaged, the leader-guidei, app' ises, interprets, criticips, commends;

and explains the participants/'/endeaxqrs, with, the intention of enabling

the participants to structure the experience.they are gaining 'from their

it activities. With the leader's help, the participants ructure their
A <i

experience Qa. 14 efining it, classileng it, ,generalizing it, relating it

to associated, phenomena, judgilig it on the basisof evidence and` principles,

and all the other things we do as we:UT to make sense,of and gain a 'measure

of control over our circumstances. Comprehensive operating policies intrude -

on this setting by restricting the exercise of freedom, power, and ,

responsibility. Indeed this is precisely the point of policy, for the

making of it is a sensible endeavor onlYwheh there are choices. available to

us (we have no policy for the weather because we,cannot choose it). Hence
A

the point of policy is to resfi-ict the choices available to those who'act

under itSdirection. For this reasOn, an educational leader is especially

cautious of policy, as he or she realizes that it diminishes the educative'

potential of educational settings. Grantedt some restriction of choices

may be necessary to create a reasonably coherent and acceptably predictable

environment. However, the line bgiween essential policy and excessive'

policy is faint, and easily breached. The consequence of excess policy is

alienation and as sense of.powerleSsness,o6 the part of participants.

When these debilitating sentiments appear, the participants are in poor

condition to serve asleaderi for other participants.
/
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One might infer from this position on comprehensive teacher personnel

policies that the argument offered here opposes most forms of intervention

into education through the policy process. It wouldThe an error to draw

this inference. Policy that aims educators towards instructional

activities that are educative are to be regarded highly. What has been

-lamented in this paper is that the manner of implementing such policies

issnot consistent with,the ends these policies are designed to achieve.

And it is contended that this inappropriate manner of implementation accounts

for some of the untoward effects ofwell-intentioned policy initiatives.

Among.the more noteworthy accomplishments of many recent federal and state

policy efforts is that they are bona fide attempts to call educators'

attention to edUcationally appropriate ends. As an aside to this point,

I'am puzzled sby the perception, that it seems the higher the political

jurisdiction initiating the policy, the'more noble (generally) the ends

sought. Local school' districts, i fact, localities in general, have

ndt shown Mueh initiative in the truggleefor a human community of grand

proportions. In contrast, many states and the federal government have

taken an almost painful reformist stand on the profound issues of our

time. Clean air, clean water, s4fe foods, enlightened consumers,

decent housing, a better life for the eged, improved medical care,

equality in race and sex, these and other aims have preoccupied higher...,

governmental jurisdictions, while localities have simply responded

without originating. What sets of forces lead higher governmental agencie

to attack these issues with such vigor while localities strive'so hard

merely to complete daily business?

0 There are many factors to be dealt with in trying to answer this

question. They range all the way from the simple point that higher

authorities employ full time professionals to come to grips with the

larger issues of life in a democracy to more complicated matters of

taxing authority and constitutional powers. Despite the enormous range

of variables that must figure in any good answer to the question, it is

not unreasonable to supplp that the means F/SEAs use to attain policy

Nk
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goals explains a small part of the situation. J.ccal'agencies. often find

themselves so prIpccupied with compliance and mandated evaluations that

they havelittle opportunity. to contemplate their own unique contribution

to themelioration of human affairs,. (Jacobs' comment is Illustrative:

"Over the years we have had to develop a'specialized staff with the

skills to deal with government bureaucracies, both federal and state,

especially in terms of getting clarification, on the'guidelines" p. 7.)

Coping with the compliance - evaluation- consequences /devices for implementing

state and federal policies does more than consume'time; it compromises

creativity And initiative, and it restricts-freedom, power, and 'respon-

sibility. It is speculative of me to suggest that. currently used

mechanisms for policy implementation have moulted in the loss of local

originality and initiative, but it is defensible to contend that these

mechanisms have diminished a local district's opportunity to ponder, create,

and test their own educative aims and intentions.

Returning to a point with which this paper began, the challenge to

education is to conceive of a way to translate federal and state policy

initiatives into purposes and practices supportive of the educational

endeavors of local districts. Many state and federal programs are of

great value, and their aims essential to the betterment of the nation.

Still, we are faced with how to translate these aims in ways that

preserve the point and purpose of education. I have argued that higher

governmental jurisdictions have a far clearer grasp of what it fs our

schools should do than they have of how they can function to acc6mplish

these ends. Local districts have done little to alter thiisituation,

inasmuch as they have acceded to the compliance-evaluation-consequences

approach to implementation, and amended their affairs without amending

their minds. As such, they must assume as much a share of responsibility

for the harvest they reap as higher governmental agencies for the seeds

they sow. We, as educators, would be greatly advantaged if we were more .
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clear headed about_the nature aild= purpose of education. Our response to

policy making and implementatiod could be markedly improved if we

acknowledged the fundamental and profound reasons for undertaking the

education of each new generation. Noble ends require educative means
, -

if they are to be realized through education. It may be possible'to

attain these great ends by misedudative means, but it is unlikely that

this attainment wilt ever occur within a system of education.

Assessing the extent to which I have responded to the three charges

set for me seems a good way to summarize the major of this paper.

The first charge was to identify new forms of polic research to further

illuminate the topic of teacher personnel policies. No new forms of

policy research were identified. The positions developed in this paper

imply that we,continue.with some of the old forms, particularly that

form which investigates the codsequences of federal and state policies

on local aims,and pi-actices. The work of Arthur Wise (see his recent

book, Legislated Learning, University of California Press, 1979) is a

.good example of this form of inquiry. We should continue to improve our

understanding of the xelations among federal, state, and local agencies,

and to assess the consequences for local districts of large-scale state

and federal policy initiatives.

Perhaps there is one new form of policy research suggested by the

argument, although it will not be perceived,as new by educational theorists

and philosophers of education. It might be called normative analysis,

wherein policies are appraised on the standard of,how well they orient

, the thol713tit and action of educators to educationally sound ends.

Normative analysis of educational, policy is a process of'deciding the

extent to which policy making and implementation are consistent with

and productive of rationally, ,defensible and morally justified aims and

practices. Support for normative analysis would benefit PMIs by'vroviding

them with criteria to judge the appropriateness of their efforts. It would

benefit local education officials by providing standards against which to

evaluate the educational worth-of policy directives.
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The second charge rias to propose alternatives to the making and

implementing of policy. Two alternatives were discussed, the local

option alternative and the educative, alternative. These two alter--

-natives are actually differerit sides of thesame coin, for some form

of local option is required f6r the educative alternative to work.

Major consideration was given to the educative alternative as

approach to'PMI thatis superior to the compliance-evaluation-conse-

quences approach. It was argued that in order for the goals of

educational poliCy initiatives to become incorporated into the

substantive instructional programs of schools, these policies must

be implemented in an educational manner. Failing this, the policy

goals will, at best, simply become absorbed into the operating policy

of the school system without making,their way into educational exchanges

between teachers and learners.

It was hypothesized that federal and state agencies' adopted the

compliance-evaluatiow-consequences approach to PMI.lecause it was a

model with which these agencies'were familiar. It was familiar because

other government agencies, acting in areas where they are vested with

sovereign powers, perftppd this 'approach to meet their responsibilities

as a sovereign power. Unfortunately the implementation of educational policies

according to a sovereign powers model disinclines those subject to the

implementation from, continuing to think and act in a manner most likely

to further theisSown education and the education of their students. The

upshot is thatfoCal educators are either disadvantaged by this form

of implementation, or they avoid engaging the policies in an educationally

substantive manner by casting them as operating' policies for the school

system.

The educative approach to implementation involves treating educators

in a manner identical to the manner we hope they will use when educating

their students. This approach seeks to maximize the freedom, power, and

responsibility of local educators, using the policy goals as a basis for

guiding, interpreting, appraising, criticizing, commending, and interpreting

el 4
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their efforts. The poiht of using this approach is to insure that the

worthwhile aims of sound educational ,policies become as completely

incorporated_into instructional exchanges as possible. It also provides

an occasion for the continuing education of teachers, administrators,
.

and thot`e who make and implement policy. As these persons deal with one

another in an educative manner,- they haye\the opportunity to practice

and perfect skills that enhance their daily work as educators. They

are modeling with one another conduct they mutually agree ought to

characterize what takes place in the classroom.

The third charge was to suggest new skills that might prove useful

to PMIs: Few skills were discussed in this paper. What was discussed

were perspectives, points of view, and positions. Many of these require

skills to make them operational in action. For example, it takes skill

to convert routine management interactions into educational exchanges. /

It requires skill to exercise restraint on the adoption of new operating

policies, and skill to convince others of the wisdom of parsimony. Skill

is also required to assess educational policies on the basis of their

substantive worth for enhancing what takes place in the classroom.

However, skills were obviously not the focal point of this paper. Its

purpose was to encourage local education officials to concern themselves

with educationally worthwhile endeavors, and to encourage state and

federal officials to conceive of their work as educative of those they

serve. Along the way, I hoped for some success in showing that what

is educational about schooling is not found in the operating policies

of school systems, but in the instructional exchanges taking place in

school classrooms. Whatever advice to PMIs may be in this paper, it can

be summarized thus: People who try to alter your affairs without changing

your mind are probably not interested in your education, or, for that

matter, in anybody's education; taking such people seriously may be

hazardous to your value as an educator.


